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All materials courtesy 
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for Arts, New Delhi. 

Indira Gandhi National Centre, 
NewDellii 
The international design competition foy a 
National Centye of the Arts named aftey the 
late Mys Indira Gandhi, the Pyime Ministey 
of India assassinated in 1985, was a major 
architectural event in 1986. Tremendous in
terest in the programme was kindled both at 
home in India and abyoad: nearly 1000 ap
plications weye received, two-third of which 
actually registered to participate. One hundred 
and ninety four design solutions weye judged 
by a 7-man jury composed of James Stirling 
(UK) , Fumihiko Maki Uapan), O. Majeko
dunmi (Nigeria), A.P. Kanvinde, B. V. 
Doshi, Habib Rahman, and Kapila Vat
syayan all of India. Mr Gecffrey Bawa (SYi 

T 
he recently concluded in
ternational competition 
for the IGNCA in New 
Delhi, capital of India, is 
significant for a number 
of reasons, both archi

tectural and urban planning. On the 
architectural level it involves construction 
of a cultural complex which will be 
almost unique in the world because of its 
scale, its objectives and its operations. 
The originality of the centre resides in the 
fact that it attempts to answer the kinds 
of questions raised by the problem of 
cultural identity, a problem shared by all 
developing countries. It aspires to be
come both a repository for all forms of 
traditional Indian culture (visual arts, 
musit, theatre, dance and rituals) and a 
creative environment that would allow 
one to develop a synthesis between mod
ernity and tradition, through a confronta
tion of diverse cultures. 

It is to be a vast complex, encompas
sing spaces for research, exhibitions, arc
hives, libraries, and the performing arts. 
Some of the planned activities are new 
and unique, others are now being per
formed in locations scattered throughout 
the capital. The estimated floor area 
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Lanka) was a reserve member present at the 
deliberations . Mr Ranjit Sabikhi, architect of 
Delhi, was the professional advisor who orga
nised the competition. Prime Minister Rajiv 
Gandhi announced the results himself on 
November 19th 1986. 

Professor Bemard Huet, architect in Paris, 
was invited to participate in a symposium in 
New Delhi organised in conjunction with the 
announcement of the competition winners. He 
visited the exhibition of all the submitted de
signs, and particularly the winning project by 
Mr Ralph Lerner. Pyofessor Huet agreed to 
share his impressions of what he saw with 
MIMAR readers . - Editoys 

Above: JUlY members, .fi-om left to right: Habib 
Rahman, India; A.P. Kanvinde, India; JUlY 
Chail1nan B. V. Doshi, India; GeojJi'ey Bawa, 
reserved mell1ber, Sri Lanka; Olufell1i Majekodun
mi, Nigeria; professional adviser, Ranjit Sabikhi . 
JUlY lI1ell1bers james Stirling of Great Britain and 
Fumihiko Maki of japan are not in the photograph. 
Above, left: Prime Ministel' Rajiv Gandhi opening 
the sealed envelope containing the names of priz e
winners. 

needed is 55,000 square metres and while 
some spaces are to be shared by different 
institutions in the centre, the various en
tities are conceived as separate and dis
crete elements making up the whole. 
Hence, each "fragment" has to be woven 
into a totality that could also then be 
achieved incrementally. So, implicitly at 
least, the programme called for a "cultu
ral city" with juxtaposed functions rather 
than calling for a great monument; with 
polyvalent spaces, like the Pompidou 
Centre in Paris, 

From an urban planning point of 
view, the IGNCA is to be built upon a 
huge 10 hectare site located at the in
tersection of two major axes of the mas
ter plan for New Delhi conceived by Sir 
Edwin Lutyens: on the one hand, Jan-



path, which crosses the city from North 
to South and links Connaught Place 
commercial district to residential neigh
bourhoods; on the other, Rajpath, the 
prestigious esplanade orientated East
West and mnning from the Presidential 
Palace (formerly Viceroy House) to India 
Gate. 

At the very outset Lutyens foresaw 
the intersection of these two boulevards 
(recalling the carda and dewmanus of Ro
man cities) as the symbolic cultural centre 
of the new capital, as a kind of fomm 
composed of four enormous, identical 
palaces to house all of the cultural institu
tions of the city. Visually, this 
monumental grouping located equidis
tant from India Gate and the Viceroy's 
Residence should have been a major en
semble along the sequence of spaces on 
Rajpath. Unfortunately, the project was 
only partially achieved: the National 
Museum and the National Archives (the 
latter is by Lutyens himself) were built 
but in reduced form. Thus, the decision 
to place the IGNCA opposite the National 
Archives is highly significant, in that Lu
tyens' idea is taken up again and adapted 
in order to make a definite architectural 
statement at this intersection. 

As for actual design solutions, all of 
the participants in this competition faced 

the same dilemmas: 
• How to evolve an urban planning solu

tion that would provide continuity 
with Lutyens' project? 

• On such a vast site 'with very low 
densities around it, how to create a 
cohesive image to accommodate the 
multifaceted programme? 

• Is there an architectural language that 
could reflect the goals of the centre, the 
blend of modernism and tradition in 
India, given the multitude of traditions 
which exist? 

In the face of a large number of entries 
(198) one can easily imagine the Jury's 
difficulties in making a choice, particular
ly where the several opposing trends in 
architecture were represented. Moreover, 
the result would seem to reflect a sort of 
"diplomatic consensus", on the levels of 
specific trends that received prizes, and 
the diversity of nationalities represented: 
First Prize to an American, Second Prize 
to an Indian, and no less than three Third 
Prizes, including an Englishman, a 
Frenchman and a Greek. 

Ralph Lerner, whose project won 
First Prize has created a symmetrical 
form, facing the National Archives build
ings, that reproduces the architecturalleit
mativ from Lutyens. From this point of 
departure, Lerner devised a large com-
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plex strongly organised around court
yards, plazas, and gardens and along an 
axis parallel to Rajpath. All features of t~e 
programme are thus assembled in a kind 
of grand "Palace", evoking the juxta
posed spaces of the Mughal palaces in 
Agra and Fatehpur Sikri. 

The formal treatment of some ofLer
ner's exteriors has been inspired by diffe
rent periods of ancient Indian architecture 
(Hindu or Mughal), yet others, such as 
the national theatre and the concert hall 
make explicit ;llusion to Lutyens' India
nised classicism (e. g. the flat dmm of the 
elephant decoration) . Moreover, in his 
written presentation, the architect has 
deftly brought forward these connections 
with the past to justify the forms he has 
employed. 

In reality, the Lerner approach fits into 
the "Orientalist" tradition, where histor
ical references carefully selected and fil
tered by Western perceptions serve as the 
basis for a composition that owes more 
probably to the influence of James Stirl
ing, Michael Graves or Leon Krier than 
to the Mughal tradition. 

The Second Prize project by Indian 
-architect Gautam Bhatia also includes 
specific references to traditional and 
monumental buildings of the past; 
however, his project is inherently less 

coordinated, which is to say that he 
emphasises the 'fragmented' nature of the 
programme. A conscious irregularity is 
introduced into the assembling of built 
volumes, creating irregular outdoor 
spaces in some areas. Stronglyorthogon
al buildings along the northern limit of 
the site contrast with the diverse volumes 
'strung out' like beads behind a curving 
facade on the south. This solution stems 
from Bhatia's basic metaphor, hypothe
tical and debatable, of the existing central 
vista as a river and of the new complex as 
a small city. He arranges his buildings 
along, but slightly askew to, the long axis 
of the site as a "kind of stage set" on this 
invented embankment. Bhatia goes 
further and introduces the ghat) or steps 
down to the river, which are a traditional 
element in Indian cityscapes. 

On the other hand, the informal way 
in which the buildings are treated as sepa
rate units with slightly different orienta
tions (similar to plans by the late Louis 
Kahn) is dissembled by a high regular 
wall that acts as a screen. Entrances to 
different buildings are then delineated on 
this wall. Thanks to this somewhat artifi
cial solution, the architect tries to give 
unity to his composition without realis
ing that it contradicts the underlying idea 
of his project: the fragmentation of the 

"small city along a river bank" is masked 
by the continuous wall. 

Of the Third Prize entries, that by the 
French team' Jourda and Perraudin is 
worth mentioning for its outdated and 
simplistic approach to a complicated 
programme. High Tech has been prop
osed in the name of present and future 
flexibility within spaces and for functions 
that change. Employing a continuous 
roofmg system, the details of which 
strongly resemble a recent project by Ita
lian architect Renzo Piano for Houston, 
Texas they have created a homogeneous 
sheltering space, extensible horizontally 
as desired, under which the Centre's acti
vities can be grouped. It is a kind of 
horizontal version of Piano and Rogers' 
Pompidou Centre in Paris. But in that 
case, there is no concern whatsoever for 
the urban context. 

In conclusion, these projects just de
scribed exemplify different currents pre
sent in "Post Modem" architectural de
sign. In the first case, the design is ex
tremely attentive to the urban and cultu
ral context; it is an elegant and refmed 
"commentary" reinforced by references 
to historical archetypes. In the second 
case, an architecture that has been totally 
determined by a literary logic based on 
metaphor and analogy, "invents" its own 
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Site plan showing location of winning project along 
the central vista. 
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mythical context instead of reacting to 
the specific urban and cultural reality. In 
the last case, having recourse to a simple 
technological solution to the programme 
is purely ideological in nature, as is the 
image of rationality without a rational 
reality, hence pure decoration on an emp
ty wrapping. Such an approach amounts 
to the most banal sort of historicism. 

In the final analysis, one can under
stand the jury's preference for the Lerner 
project. The exquisite drawings submit
ted (although competition organisers 
only asked for a preliminary project) with 
this entry are clear and evocative of the 
possibility for immediate execution. Uni
fied, coherent and still just historicizing 
enough, the Lerner project was the best 
possible choice for the Jury. Yet, it 
should be mentioned that already the de
cision of the Jury has been vigorously 
contested by Indian architects, who ac
cuse the Lerner project of paying much
too-exclusive hommage to the 
architecture of Lutyens. Again the ques
tion of colonial heritage is being raised in 
a developing country. Does New Delhi 
and its architecture belong to Indian cul
ture today? Perhaps the answer will be 
provided by the eventual constmction of 
the IGNCA. 
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. Site plan oj the ICNCA prclject by RaLph Lerner. 
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Mr Ralph Lerner is an American architect 
with offices in Princeton, N.J. and Lon
don, England. He has degrees from the 
Cooper Union School of Architecture in 
New York and Harvard University. Mr 
Lerner now teaches at Princeton Uni
versity in the u.s. as well as practises. In 
the past, he has worked for architects 
Richard Meier and Ulrich Franzen. In 
1984 he won first prize in the Epping 
Town Hall competition in . the u.K. 

The text accompanying the winning 
project includes the following passages: 

"The plan drawn for New Delhi by 
Edwin Lutyens and the present plan, 
which includes the site for the Indira 
Gandhi Centre for Arts adjacent to the 
Central Vista, present an unusual and 
somewhat paradoxical pairing of city 
planning traditions. The first tradition re
lies upon monumentality axiality, and a 
visually clear hierarchical organisation of 
the various buildings and spaces of the 
city. The second tradition treats the city 
as an extensive garden in which the 
blocks are considered as individual parter
res inside which a higher degree of infor
mality is possible than with the first tradi
tion. In New Delhi the governmental 
buildings, axial vistas, and street pattern 

Far lift: Model ~f winning project hy Ralph Lemer 
as seen .Ii'Oll1 the east. Research and administrative 
buildings are in Joreground, peiforming mts spaces at 
the opposite end ~f a central court. NationaL Archives 
is at top right, and National Museum at top lift. 
L~ft.: Detail ~fl11odelfor Lemer's proposal, showing 
the Kala Darshm1a compLex ~f national theatres 
around a plaza. Riferences to Sir Edwin Lutyens' 
architecture are apparent here . 
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stem from the first tradition while the 
heavily planted blocks and generously 
spaced free-standing buildings recall the 
second. 

The architecture of our project draws 
upon a number of distinct architectural 
traditions to determine formal responses 
to varying site and functional strategies. 
As the Indian cultural heritage embraces a 
wealth of building conventions and 
types, so the Centre architecturally dis
plays a number of traditions within the 
structure of its unified spatial strategy. 
We have maintained a preference for sim
ple geometries and geometric rela
tionships typical of Hindu, Mughal, and 
Classical traditions. The architecture 
reiterates the role of the Centre whose 
purpose is to encompass all arts across 
boundaries of time, regIOn, and social 
grouping." 

L~ft., below: Schematic diagrams illustrating open 
spaces (top) and sequence if buildings in the Lemer 
proposal. Site strategy involves construction if Kala 
Kosha and Kala Nidhi in Phase I and the rest in 
subsequent phases. 
Below: Sketch if Gateway to westem court .from 
main automobile access to the centre. InJormation 
toiver is in the distance. 





Third Prizes 

Francoise-He](:ne Jourda and Gilles Per
raudin are a young husband and wife 
team of architects who graduated from 
the School of Architecture in Lyon, 
France in 1977-79. They won the interna
tional competition for the new building 
of this same school (now under construc
tion), and have built a primary school in 
the Paris region and housing out of earth 

at Isle d'Abeau near Lyon. Solar energy is 
a particular interest of these designers. 

Below: Model of the project by French architects 
Jourda and PelTaudin, one ~f three Third Prize 
winners. A continuous shed-like stn/aw·e covers all 
of the diverse fimctiorzs beneath it. 
Bottom: Pla~ of the project by Jourda and Per
raudin. Maximum .flexihility in OIganisation was a 
key criterion in this proposal. 

--1. ----.-.-.... -.--------------------
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Jeremy Dixon, born in 1939, trained at 
the Architectural Association School in 
London, where he graduated in 1964. He 
subsequently taught at the A.A. School 
and then the Royal College of Art in 
1980-83 while also maintaining a private 
practice. He won the open competition 
for the Northamptonshire Country Hall 

Alexandros Tombazis was born in 
Karachi, Pakistan in 1939. After graduat
ing from the National Technical Uni
versity of Athens, Greece in architecture, 
he worked for 2 years with Dr C. s. 
Doxiades as a scientific assistant. Mr 

in 1973, and his works include the Tate 
Gallery Coffee Shop (1981-82) and river
side housing for the London Docklands 
Development Corporation (1984). 

Model if the Third Prize project by British architect 
Jeremy Dixon. 

Tombazis' efforts in the past have been 
especially orientated towards bioclimatic 
and solar architecture. 

Pro;ect by Greek architect Alexandros Tombazis. 
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BemaI'd Huet, French 
architect and theol·etidan has 
lived and worked periodically 
in Tunisiafor many years, 
where he olganised the 
international symposium on 
Arabo-Islamic architecture in 
1979 in Mahdia. He also 
attended the symposium on 
the State Mosque 
Competition in Baghdad at 
the invitation of the Iraqi 
govemment in Octoba 1983. 


